
Iam the only federal party leader to raise the issue of
corporate control of media. It is a clear threat to a healthy
democracy to have the bulk of our media owned by a

handful of large vertically integrated corporations. Postmedia
(a successor to the empire built by Conrad Black) controls 42
daily newspapers across Canada—including both Vancouver’s
major dailies.  
CTV once had an ownership interest in the Globe and Mail,

but divested it's remaining interests this summer. Meanwhile,
Global is owned by Shaw. Sun Media controls all the Sun chain
of papers as well as TVA, the French TV commercial network in
Quebec—itself owned by PQ leader PK Peladeau. A handful of
owners control most English and French media.
It is not a healthy situation. So the challenge in a democracy

is to counteract the corporate media message. One could argue
that is why we have a public broadcaster—CBC/Radio Canada.
However, it is abundantly clear that the public broadcaster is
pulling punches to avoid angering the Conservative
administration. 
While it is clear the strategy of giving the Conservatives an

easy ride has not worked in the interest of CBC, it remains, sadly,
the case that our national public broadcaster is not the solution
to the threat of corporate media centralization.
Can we democratize media through social media? Can we

tweet and Facebook our way to digital democracy? I have
certainly tried in this election. When corporate media (and the
Conservative party) kept me out of their small, private debates—
Globe and Mail, Munk Debate and TVA. I tweeted my way into
the space. It is never as effective as actually being there, but it is
a way of reaching millions. It is a particularly important way to
try to reach young people. If youth decide to vote in this election,
it will change everything.  
I try between elections to stay in touch with constituents

through townhall meetings—reporting to my bosses, the citizens

of Saanich-Gulf Islands, all the key issues and bills on which I
have been working. Regular townhall meetings give me the best
form of communication—an honest exchange of ideas in person
in a respectful space. With nine town halls twice a year I have
kept in regular contact. In January the total number of attendees
exceeded 1,500.
Newsletters also help. I have innovated with what other MPs

use as a promotional flier mailed at public expense to every
home. In my case, I have treated my mailing on the public dime
as a form of indy media—covering one issue in depth four times
a year. (Although it was at the printers when the writ dropped,
so legal to send out, I pulled the last issue I wrote—all about
small business. I decided it would be too close to an ethical line
to have mailings from the public purse arrive in mailboxes
during a campaign.)
Those newsletters helped me a great deal as each one

included a questionnaire with a space for comments. Citizens
in Saanich-Gulf Islands have a lot to say and we usually received
hundreds of comments in response to each mailing.
I have also communicated using twitter and Facebook

replying to questions from any interested Canadian. The
challenge of expressing any idea in 140 characters forces an
economy of words. Tweets are to newsletters as haiku is to epic
poetry. It can be done! 
Even though we have a voice in the face of corporate media,

that does not mean we should ignore the problem. It’s time to
take up the recommendations of 35-years-ago from Tom Kent's
Royal Commission on the Fifth Estate. We need to apply anti-
trust rules to coporate media monopolistic practices. 
We need to diversify the voices of newspapers, radio and TV.

And we need to fully fund the national public broadcaster and
remove political interference from its governance. 
We must name and address the problem before the next

election. 0
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